What you will need:
→ An egg box of 12 or two boxes of 6
→ Paint/Felt Tips/Paint Brush’s
→ Pencil/Scissors/Glue (any kind)
→ A thick piece of card or paper
→ A smallish plate and a smaller bowl to fit inside the plate

Method:
1. Draw around the plate and cut it out.
2. Draw around the bowl inside the plate and cut that out.
3. Paint your circle green and pop it to one side.
4. Start to create your flowers from your egg carton, you make cut them out
to any shape just as long as they represent flowers.
5. Paint or colour in your flowers in bright colours not forgetting to paint or
colour in the middles of your flowers slightly differently.
6. Set aside to dry and make some leaves, butterflies, ladybirds from the
leftover cardboard.
7. Stick everything onto your green circle (reef)
You can now enjoy your art frame with either a photo or your favorite
piece of art in it. This family art can take as long you like; you can do a
little bit every day!

Here is a collage of pictures of my own flower reef:

Flower Facts
A flower is also called a bloom or a blossom of a plant or tree.
There are many kinds of flowers in different areas in the world. Even in the coldest
places! For example; in the Artic flowers can grow during a few months of the year
only.
Flowers may grow separately on a plant, or they may grow together which is called an
inflorescence.
The pollen of the flowers can be spread from insects and other animals like birds and
even bats.
The earliest known fossils of flowers and flowering plants are from 130 million years
ago.
Flowers have long been admired and used by humans.
Many people also love flowers for their fragrances (scents/smell).
People enjoy growing flowers in their gardens.
You can wear flowers on your clothes or give flowers as a gift during special occasions.
Some parents name their children after a flower, some common flower names are:
Rose, Lily, Daisy, Holly, Hyacinth, Jasmine and Blossom.

Mrs Linekers favourite flower is a yellow rose... What's your favourite flower?

